
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT

ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED 

(YEAR 2019-20 & 2020-21)



Segregation of dry & wet garbage

There is an arrangement of separate bins to collect wet 

and dry garbage on each floor and also separate bins in 

each class rooms for segregation of garbage. 



During the Pandemic, students managed it at home and also spread awareness in their neighbourhood 

by telling the importance of segregation.



Recycling of waste paper: 
The waste paper is crushed using a crusher and then sent to the recycling unit.



Few glimpses of the organic garden in the school.



Due to the Pandemic Situation students planted few medicinal / ornamental plants at home and 

sent the images through Ms- teams. They also made seed balls which were scattered when they 

visited forts and also gifted it to their friends and relatives. (V J & VII V) 2021-22



Waste Plastic collection drive 2019-2020
 In accordance to appeal by PCMC under the campaign ‘Swachata hi Seva’ students were asked to collect the 

single use waste plastic from their homes and neighbourhood and deposit the same in the school between 25th

Sept 19 to 2nd October 19. It was an appeal to the entire school from L.KG to Class X. The collection from each 

class was done by the students of Class X under their Seva project. All the collected plastic was then handed over 

to the concerned people of PCMC ‘A-ward’ on 2nd October 2019. The garbage van from PCMC was called in the 

school premises for the collection.  Many students as well as teachers contributed a lot towards this collection 

drive and helped a bit in eradication of waste plastic.



“Say no to PLaStIC”

Rally to create awareness about use of plastic - Class IX on the occasion Gandhi Jayanti 

(2019-2020)



Daily Dump
 The students of class VII do this activity of daily dump or compost using the breakfast that is left along with the coconut 

choir (fibre) and microbes. All these thing things are mixed and moistened using water, and then are added to the compost 

pot on daily basis. This is done with the help of the teachers from Environment Committee. Once the compost gets ready it 

will be added to the plants.



Biogas Plant (Class VIII) 2019-2020

 The gas that is generated is used in the Chemistry lab during 

the practiclss.



Conserve and save water (VII F)



Segregation of Wet & Dry Waste (VII H)



Waste generation audit and methods of 

Conservation. (VII C)



Planting medicinal/ornamental plants, making seed balls and herbaria, 

composing a poem or slogan writing on conservation of plants. (VII V)



VIII Courage: Eco-Friendly Life Style
(Students came up with interesting ideas to promote the 3Rs.)





‘Jaldindi Abhiyaan’ (2019-2020)
Students of Class VIII attended– a programme conducted by Jaldindi Pratisthan. 

(Along with the explanation about journey of river kids were also told about what are the causes of river 

pollution, how it is harmful for nature and what steps can be taken to clean the rivers. Students also participated 

in drawing and essay writing competitions on the topic: River pollution and its solution.)



Session to create and reinforce awareness on protecting environment and live a sustainable life was conducted on 4 th October by 

“I-volunteer” in collaboration with Cummins India under the campaign “Coach them young”. The volunteers Ms. Roshni Acharya 

(I-Volunteer) and Mr. Hiren (IBM) had an interactive session on need to protect our environment by showing few videos and 

discussion after it. There was also a question- answer session at the end of the session, where these volunteers answered all 

questions posed by our students. Classes IV, V & VI (2019-2020).


